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2007 Prizewinners

Chairman's Chat
Well the start of 2008 and I would like to take this opportunity to wish you all a Happy
New Year. I hope that you have all had a good time and a chance to recover from the
excesses of the Christmas and New Year celebrations. There has been a lot of illness
over the holiday period and for those who have suffered I hope that you are feeling
much better.
As you read the first Newsletter of 2008 I am sure that you will all know that the first
club night is only a couple of days away and it’s the AGM. A chance to meet other club
members, elect this year’s committee and have a say on what your club is doing.
Last months newsletter had an agenda for the AGM but it contained a couple of errors
which have now been amended and re issued in this newsletter.
All positions for the committee are open for election and you will see that most of the
committee are willing to stand again, but there are 2 important posts that need to be
filled, Secretary and Treasurer. It will be very difficult for the committee or club to
continue if these posts are not filled. If anyone feels they would like to volunteer for
any of the positions please let one of the committee know.
The current committee have only put together a provisional list for the first few club
nights of the year as we are hoping to review the questionnaires completed last year
and comments from members at the AGM before planning the year’s calendar of events.
If club members feel that we should continue to organise our annual “Lancashire Lanes
Run” volunteers will be needed for the run committee. To ensure the success of the
event it is important that the planning and advertising of the event is done early and
therefore the run committee needs to be formed as soon as possible. The committee
needs 4 to 5 enthusiastic members including a chairperson. If anyone wants to get
involved please let a member of the club committee know.
Reading this “ouch” a bit business like, my apologies. Hopefully I will have more to
write about next month.
Well hope to see you all at the AGM, don’t forget there is a free supper.
Forthcoming events.
Tue 29th Jan,
AGM and club night at the Welcome Tavern, Preston.
Tue 26th Feb,
Ten Pin Bowling, Lakeside Superbowl, Preston.
Tue 25th Mar
Indoor Games @ The Welcome Tavern
Finally a few important notes and reminders.
• Club trip to Cockermouth (North Lakes) over the (May) Spring Bank Holiday
weekend. Although a lot of members have indicated an interest we have only
received a few bookings. There are only 15 rooms, so make sure you send in your
booking form and deposit in early to avoid disappointment. (It may be possible to
book extra rooms but only if we know very soon) See form for more details.
• Have you renewed your membership? If not it is way overdue. Please contact Gordon
Mallett or any other member of the committee.
• Although we have received some requests for club clothing, I need a few more
orders to be able to get the best price. I am hoping to be able to place an order very
soon, if you want anything please contact myself or a member of the committee.

Tony

Secretary's Scribbles
So how is everybody after over-eating at Christmas and staying up far too late at the
New Year? I have to agree with Alan Fowler, there is no Father Christmas. How do I
know? At the top of my Christmas list was a supercharger for my MG and what did I
get? A remote control Tow Truck!
Anyway to more pressing issues, this will be the last time you have to endure the mad
ramblings of this particular Secretary as I'm standing down at this year's AGM. Building
Julie's and my Empire is taking rather more of my time than anticipated. I have enjoyed
my time as Secretary for the last two years more that I'd imagined and if, whoever
takes over the role has half the enjoyment I've had, they'll not regret it.
The Christmas or Annual dinner, whichever you wish to call it, was a success. The
awards were presented by Tony Sharples and were captured on camera, and if I may
now present the following;
Roger and Elizabeth Schofield who won the
Sam Bennet Trophy for Preston & District's
Enthusiast of the Year.

Roy and Sue Clapham winning the trophy for
The Show Your Car Off (SYCO) held in
May at the Spinners Arms, Chorley.

Jeff Reid was presented with the trophy for
winning the Auto Test held in July at the Schultz
Estate. (He was so good; he even did it
blindfold!)

Mark Blennerhassett collecting the trophy
for winning the treasure hunt held in June.
Karen should have joined him collecting the
Trophy but she was still tucking into her 3rd
helping of Christmas pudding!!!

Secretary's Scribbles cont.
The team calling themselves “The Centrefolds”
won the Quiz night held in October at the
Welcome Tavern. The award was collected on
behalf of “The Centrefolds” by Ian Thompson

Rachel Bailey was presented with a bottle
of her favourite tipple for all her help
through the year in preparing the club's
Newsletter.
I would like to finish by wishing the entire club members a prosperous 2008 and by
adding my thanks to those of Tony, to all the current committee members for all their
commitments through last year and their understanding for my regular absence.
Regards

Graham

Editorial
There's some interesting stuff in the newsletter
this month - I particularly enjoyed Roger's Rant,
which has prompted some rants in our
household - I personally have become incensed
by TV presenters using a particularly ghastly
Americanism by asking audiences to 'give it up'
for various guests and wannabes (oops, there's
another one), presumably to encourage
applause and hideous animal noises. Or have I
become a grumpy old man? (my grandchildren
have changed from calling me Gramps to
Grumps lately). And another thing - we bought
a new television last year that came with a 100
page instruction manual and a remote control
unit with more buttons than I can count. It
seems to have a mind of its own, with the end
result that it controls what we watch. All we
really need are five buttons - on/off, channel
up and down, volume up and down. Janet and
I are starting a campaign called Action for
Really Simple Equipment (ARSE), that I
encourage you to join. Just send me a cheque
for £100 and I'll enrol you.
Many thanks to members and friends who have
given me genealogical research tasks this winter.

These are keeping me occupied on all those
days when it's too damn cold in the garage to
work on the A and Andy's engine rebuilds.
I'm advised that Edinburgh council has started
the rot by proposing to ban cars over 15 years
old from the city centre. This is probably part
of the plan from the present government, and
there's a petition to Gordon Brown on the
government website http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/ClassicCars/Apco7zEafU4mAKFfxRAC9FM
The petition was created by Richard Jewell and
reads:
'We the undersigned petition the Prime
Minister to reject any proposals to ban or
restrict the use of older cars.'
I suggest that we all sign up without delay.
The Cold Turkey Run attracted quite a few
entrants who enjoyed a 30 mile tour around
the North of Preston in reasonable weather
conditions. Thanks to Kevin and Rosie Doran
for their efforts in arranging everything.

Bill

North Lakes Trip 23rd - 25th May 2008

The Trout Hotel
After the success of previous trips, the club is arranging a trip to the North Lakes over the late
May bank holiday weekend. The weekend will be based at the Trout Hotel in Cockermouth which
is just on the North West edge of the Lake District.
Accommodation is available for 2 or 3 nights (Fri, Sat, Sun) on a 2 sharing, Bed, Breakfast &
Evening meal basis. Cost of accommodation per couple is: - £360 for 3 nights or £278 for 2
nights.
Further details of the weekend's itinerary will be sent out in April, this is expected to include a
number of runs or sight seeing tours.
To be sure of a place on this trip the attached booking form and deposit of £100 per couple is
needed by the end of January.
Christian Names................................................................................................................................
Surname ...........................................................................................................................................
Address:............................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................Postcode..........................
TEL No: .............................................................................................................................................
e-mail address ..................................................................................................................................
No of Nights .........................................No of Rooms.......................................................................
Room Preference

Twin

Double

Make of Car.....................................................Model.......................................................................
Year ................................................................Reg No.......................................................................
Please make cheques payable to: - Preston & District MGEC and send To:
Tony Sharples
31 Riverside Ave
Farington Moss
Leyland
PR26 6RQ

or

Bill Ryding
5 Dove Cote,
Clayton-le-woods,
Chorley,
PR6 7AY

Roger’s Rant!
I threatened to have a rant in the new year and
here it is.
In 2007, the Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM)
commissioned some research into road safety specifically looking at non-urban roads, and came
up with their report “Rural roads - the biggest
killer”. They should hang their heads in shame!
Statistics show that on an average day in Britain,
traffic accidents will claim the lives of nine
people, and of those, six will die on rural roads.
The research looked at numerous 'influencing
factors' such as the age and sex of the drivers,
what type of road the accident occurred on, the
time of day etc, but then proceeded to draw
conclusions which, in the best traditions of 'elf 'n'
safety', put responsibility everywhere apart from
where it belongs!
Illustratively, the report stated that more than
20,000 people died on all of Britain's roads
between 2000 and 2006 and that rural roads
were the biggest killers. What was that? Killer
Roads? In over 35 years of driving, I have never
so much as been attacked by a road, never mind
one with 'attempted murder' on its mind.
In England, Scotland and Wales, a third of
casualties were in cars being driven by those in
the 17-25 age group; young males below the age
of 25 were cited as being particularly at risk. At
risk? What about “at the root of the problem”?
Roadside trees and ditches are identified as being
significant factors in a large number of accidents
and there are now calls being made to impose
lower speed limits on all rural roads in an
attempt to reduce the number of fatal accidents.
When I was taught to drive, the maximum speed
limit meant 'the maximum legal speed limit'; it
didn't mean the safe speed for anyone to drive,
irrespective of their driving ability, type of car,
driving conditions etc etc. It was my
responsibility to make judgements about all
those things and drive safely, taking them all into
account. Also, there is a good clue in the word
'maximum'; maximum does not mean
'compulsory minimum' - including round blind
corners, on rough roads, where there may be
farm animals etc, etc, not to mention trees and
ditches!.
The report summary comes up with some
wonderful generalities:

• Young drivers do not have the experience or
the driving skills to cope adequately and safely
with rural driving;
• Single carriageway roads are the biggest killers;
• Roadside features such as trees and ditches are
significant factors in the death and injury of car
occupants; and
• Speed limits do not take sufficient account of
the risk of death and serious injury accidents.
Unsurprisingly, motorways, the report says, are by
far the safest roads with just 7% of all casualties.
Oh yes, and Friday, Saturday & Sunday are the
riskiest days. Now I wonder why that is?
So where does all this leave us. We have a
testosterone fuelled 17-25 yr old male, who may
or may not have passed his test, who thinks that
driving a real car is no different to a 'virtual' car
on his 'Playstation 2', who takes a blind corner on
a country lane faster than he should, falls off the
road, hits a tree - and it isn't his fault!
Well, excuse me, but it is, and no amount of
speed restrictions, ditch filling and putting
'Armco' around trees is going to change that.
The speed limits aren't at fault; neither are the
trees or the ditches. This is an issue of a 'risk
averse' society taking the 'politically correct'
approach to a problem by imposing restrictions
and change on everyone rather than having the
courage to say: “This is the problem and we are
going to sort out the root cause.” When is
Society going to wise up to the fact that each of
us has a responsibility for our own actions?
(The astute amongst you will have noticed that I
made no mention of using hand-held mobile
phones whilst driving, failing to wear safety
belts, 'running' traffic lights on red, using bus
and filter lanes to jump queues, driving 'whilst
under the influence' or a whole host of other
traffic violations which most of us witness every
day, frequently being committed by our '17-25 yr
old male'. That is a whole new rant in its own
right; perhaps someone else might like to have
that one? For now, I'm going to sit back and
think about driving down leafy lanes in an old
car, with the sound of bird song coming from
the hedgerows - and hope that when Spring
arrives and the B emerges from hibernation,
there isn't some idiot coming the other way,
giving it 10/10ths round a blind bend on my side
of the road. Happy New Year!)

Roger

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting
of the Preston & District MG Enthusiasts Club
held on 30th January 2007 at Fox Lane Sports & Social Club
Present; Committee members; Tony Sharples, Graham Lockwood, Mark Blennerhassett, Andy
Schultz, Gordon Mallett and 16 other members and partners.
Apologies; Bill Ryding,
The meeting was opened by the Chairman, Tony Sharples at 20:40hrs.
Minutes of previous meeting; The minutes from the Annual General Meeting held on the 31st
January 2006 were read out by the Secretary, Graham Lockwood.
Denis Reid, seconded by Bob Moore, proposed the acceptance of the minutes.
Members Report;
Chairman

Tony Sharples summarized the club’s activities over the previous 12 months. He
thanked on behalf of the club members those who had contributed to the
organizing of events and the preparation of the newsletter.
(A copy of the Chairman’s Annual report is attached)

Treasurer

The club accounts were prepared by Mark Blennerhassett and read out. (A copy of
the audited accounts is attached)
Balance brought forward from 2005
Income from events 2006
Total
Expenditure for 2006
Balance at the end of year

£1175.64
£5963.04
£7138.68
£6424.72
£713.96

Balance in the bank account
Cash in hand
Total
Outstanding cheques not cashed
Balance

£991.34
£164.32
£1155.66
£441.70
£713.96

The acceptance of accounts was proposed by Bill Bradshaw and seconded by
Trevor Mallett.
Membership Gordon Mallet advised the Annual General Meeting that there are 47 fully paid up
members of the club with a possible 11 members who had outstanding
membership fees.

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting
of the Preston & District MG Enthusiasts Club contd.

Election of the Committee for 2007;
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer

Tony Sharples
Graham Lockwood
Mark Blennerhassett

Membership Gordon Mallett
Technical
Andy Schultz
Bill Ryding
Kevin Doran
Editor

Bill Bradshaw

The above nominations were proposed by Bob Moore and seconded by Mike Newton. The
Committee was duly elected. Tony Sharples, in his position as the new Chairman, thanked the
previous Committee Members. This was followed by rapturous applause.
Calendar for 2007.
Bob & Carol Moore offered to organize the Hellifield Run. Date to be advised.
Mike Newton was bullied into the possibility of a boating trip.
Roger Schofield offered to organize the Formby Picnic but with a possible change to Southport.
Carol Moore suggested a summer Bar-B-Que
Karen Sharples suggested a Bonfire night instead of the Blackpool illuminations run
Graham Lockwood offered to organize a 4x4 weekend.
Possible candidates for talks included the AA (Auto Rescue not Alcoholics Anonymous) and the
RAC.
Volunteers for the Run Committee were requested.
Any Other Business;
No other business.
Meeting closed at 21:30 hours
Graham S. Lockwood
Secretary

Preston & District MG Enthusiasts Club

Annual Report
The following report summarises the club and its activities over the past 12 months
Club Activities
During the last year the club and its members have been involved in some 23 organised events. 4 of which we visited
or took part in; Cholmondeley Castle, Lostock Hall Carnival, Leighton Hall and the MGOC Northern National. Again
almost half of those making the trip to the Northern National made a weekend of it. But unfortunately we did not
win the prize for best club stand.
The remaining 19 events were organised by the club, of which 11 were club nights, along with the Hellifield run,
Activities day, our trip to Wales, “Lancashire Lanes” run, Annual Dinner and Cold Turkey run. Following the success of
the previous years mid summer evening runs we decided to repeat these, allowing members more opportunities to
give their cars a run and then meet friends for a drink.
Of these 19 events nearly all were organised by the committee, except for the Southport run, the Hellifield run and
the Treasure Hunt.
As usual the normal club nights started off with the AGM (which was well attended) and followed more or less the
same format as the previous year with Ten Pin bowling, quizzes, treasure hunt, show your car, auto test and natter &
noggin etc.
In general throughout the year the number of members attending events has been similar to last year, but some
events have not seemed as popular so the committee have been considering some alternative ideas.
Club Meeting Venue
In June we changed our club night meeting place from the Fox Lane Sports Club to the Welcome Tavern where we
have the use of a larger meeting room and much better car parking arrangements.
Newsletter
The Newsletter has been published on a monthly basis with the regular information covered by the committee and
there have been only a few but very good articles from club members. During the year around 50% of the newsletters
have been distributed via e-mail reducing the printing and postage costs.
Membership & Club Apparel
Membership during the year has remained reasonably consistent with around 60 members at the end of September.
The extended range of club clothing on offer has been very successful and will be continued next year, with some
additional items being investigated.
Financial
The club remains in a healthy financial position, this years accounts will be handed out to members at the AGM (on
Tuesday 29th Jan 08) and will be available on request to those members who cannot attend.
Finally thanks and congratulations to club members.
Bill Bradshaw & Rachel Bailey for editing and publishing the Newsletter. Also to those members who have contributed
articles during the year. Hopefully you have found it interesting and useful.
This years Lancashire Lanes Run committee, Andy Schultz, Dave Blacklidge, Joy Hunter & Karen Sharples. Also the club
members who helped on the day, Alan & Dot Fowler, Roger & Elizabeth Schofield, Barry Wilson, Carole Schultz, Karen
Blennerhassett and Dennis Read.
The members who have organised events during the year, Martyn & Jane Davidson for the Treasure Hunt, Roger &
Elizabeth Schofield for the Southport run and supper, and Bob & Carol for the Hellifield run.
All of the members who have supported or attended our events during the year.
Finally the committee, Graham Lockwood, Mark Blennerhassett, Bill Ryding, Gordon Mallett, Andy Schultz, Kevin
Doran and Bill Bradshaw for their efforts during the year.
At the Annual Dinner the year’s trophies and awards were presented to the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Ten Pin Bowling
Show Your Car Off night.
Auto test
Treasure Hunt
Quiz Night

• Enthusiasts Award (The Sam Bennet Trophy)
Tony Sharples,
Chairman.
On behalf of the 2007 Committee.

Andy Schultz
Roy & Sue Clapham
Jeff Reid
Mark & Karen Blennerhassett
The Centrefolds
Roy & Sue Clapham, Roger & Elizabeth Schofield,
Ian Thompson and Glyn Hodgkinson
Roger & Elizabeth Schofield.

Preston & District MG Enthusiasts Club

Agenda for Annual General Meeting
29th January 2008
Open Meeting @ 8:30pm
Opening remarks by Chairman
Reading of minutes of 2007 AGM by Secretary
Following agreement that these are a true and accurate record, proposal that these be
accepted / seconded.
Matters arising
Financial report by Treasurer
Following agreement that these are a true and accurate record, proposal that these be
accepted / seconded.
Matters arising
Election of committee members.
Nominations can be accepted at this meeting. The list below shows those nominations
received so far. A vote will be taken in the event of more than one nomination for a
position
Election of officers
Chairman – Tony Sharples
Secretary – Vacancy
Treasurer – Vacancy
Election of General Committee
Andy Schultz - (Technical)
Gordon Mallett - (Membership)
Bill Ryding - (Events)
Kevin Doran
Bill Bradshaw - (Newsletter Editor)
2008 events programme
Annual run committee to be selected from volunteers
Any Other Business
FREE SUPPER

'Tin snips' - from Roger Schofield
50th Birthday

F1 Night Race

To 'kick off' the New Year, 2008 marks the 50th
anniversary of the launch of the MGA Twin Cam.

Formula 1 will stage a night race in 2008 for the
first time in its history. The streets of Singapore,
with the imposing Marina bay as a backdrop,
will be the venue for the historic race which will
take place on 28 September.

Launched in 1958, just over 2000 of these
elegant sports cars were built before production
ceased in 1960.

Bottleneck Britain or Rip Off Britain?
Visually similar to its more conventionally
engined sibling, the Twin Cam was powered by
a 1588cc B series derived, twin overhead cam
shaft engine which developed 108bhp @
6700rpm.
With Dunlop disc brakes all round and sporting
centre-lock disc wheels, the Twin Cam gained a
reputation for unreliability, largely arising from
poor maintenance (because access to the
engine was not as straightforward as the OHV
cars); heavy oil consumption on the early
models did nothing to improve that reputation.
Defying its rocky start, the Twin Cam has
become a highly desirable classic car and
considering the rarity of the model, the
premium of £4-5k over the OHV cars seems
relatively modest.
Happy 50th Birthday - MGA Twin Cam!
Can't do right for doing wrong
As we face ever more calls to live eco-friendly
lives (recycle more, use energy efficient light
bulbs, reduce our CO2 emissions, don't use
hose-pipes, cut down on our use of fossil fuels
etc) we now learn that using sustainable biofuels isn't good either because it could destroy
the livelihoods of people living in developing
economies.
This comes about as large companies and
governments in Indonesia, Colombia, Malaysia,
Brazil and Tanzania all fight to win a slice of the
'EU Bio-fuel pie' and Oxfam warns that poor
farmers are now at serious risk of being forced
off their land as the industrial 'heavyweights'
cash in on the bio-fuel bonanza.
Clearly, this is a serious issue, but there is now
so much conflicting information that many of
us don't know what to do for the best.

For those who missed “Bottleneck Britain” - the
'Dispatches' TV documentary presented by Jason
Barlow in November '07, here are a few
statistics which will make your eyes water; they
are based on 2006 figures:
• 26 million cars on Britain's roads (this will rise
to 34 million by 2026);
• Traffic in Britain travels slower than
anywhere else in Europe;
• Motorists contributed £44 billion to Treasury
coffers, of which less than £8 billion was
'ploughed back' into transport;
• 2 million speeding tickets were issued;
• £114 million of revenue was raised by speed
camera fines;
• 8 million parking tickets were issued;
• £1 billion was paid in parking fines; (the City
of Westminster alone issued parking fines
totalling £41 million); and
• 60 cars per month belonging to people who
had failed to pay congestion charging or the
subsequent fine were crushed in London.
Volvo for sale
Following in MG's wheel-tracks and suffering
the indignity of being sold like a second-hand
car (although MG has had more previous
owners than most), car maker Volvo now finds
itself on the 'For sale' list, as Ford seeks to
unload it and concentrate on their 'core
business'.
Previously owned by Volvo AB, the Swedish
truck manufacturer, the original parent
company has confirmed that it has no interest
in buying back Volvo cars.
A simple person could be forgiven for thinking
that '…concentrating on their core business…'
meant 'making cars'. Clearly, Ford means
'making Ford cars'!

House for sale - with additional parking
A three-bedroomed house for
sale in a seaside village in
Cornwall is expected to fetch
an unusually high price.

park is one of the only places in
the picturesque fishing village
where visitors can park
between April and September.

Drew Pearce, the Estate Agent
handling the sale expects the
property to sell for around £3
million.

The car park was originally a
meadow which was bought by
Jim Beddoes in 1956 and used
as an overspill car park.

The reason is that the modest
property in Polperro, Cornwall
comes with one of the busiest
car parks in the county.

Mr Beddoes bought extra land
over the years, so that the car
park now includes 20 coachparking spaces, 25 lock-up
garages and a timber-boarded
shop.
Mr
Beddoes'

The four acre, 554-place car

death last year has prompted
the sale.
A Drew Pearce spokesperson
said “Privately owned freehold
car parks are 'rarely seen in the
market'.
There is serious
interest; we have sent out
approaching 200 brochures”.
Last year, a tiny toilet block in
Polperro sold for just under
£30,000! (No jokes about
'spending a penny' or 'taking
the ****', please. Roger)

What price for a piece of history?

V8 - anyone?

Fancy a piece of history? Witham Specialist
Vehicles (based in Lincolnshire) have, for many
years, been linked with the disposal of ex-MoD
(Ministry of Defence) and other vehicles. They
featured in the news recently with the contract
to dispose of the MoD's remaining stock of
Bedford Self-propelled Pumps, better known as
'Green Goddesses'.

How do you like the idea of a V8 that develops
over 400bhp and returns over 30 mpg around
town, yet has emissions below 220g/km? Well,
Lexus has just launched its new hybrid V8 /
electric model - the LS600h. The only problem
is it costs over £80000. (And for that money,
you could have an SV and a wallet full of
change!)

With documented mileages of between 2000
and 3000 miles and supported by full service
histories, these iconic vehicles have to be 'the
bargain of the century'! Complete with all
equipment including hoses, ladders, pumps and
tools, these 5-litre, 4-wheel drive 'cuties' were
previously offered for sale with a guide price of
£3500, but following a cancelled export order,
their price has been slashed to the bargain price
of only £1750 each!

Big Boys' Toy?

Manufactured between 1953 and 1956, they
qualify for registration as an Historic vehicle and
as a consequence are road fund tax exempt.

As Ulrika Jonsson eagerly awaits the birth of her
fourth child by her fourth man, she believes her
new nickname “4x4” is shamelessly sexist.
The Daily Mirror claims to agree and has asked
readers to write in and pick between 1 of 3
alternative names; (either Austin A40, Morris
Minor or Ford Cortina. Answers are to be sent
to the Daily Mirror on postcards marked
“Ulrika's An Old Banger” Competition. ('Nuff
said!')
And still with “4x4s”

They might only have a top speed of 50 mph,
but at £1750, I bet they will go faster than
they've gone in the last 50 years!
I don't know what went wrong with my
Christmas present list, but there wasn't one on
my path on Christmas morning!
(See Witham at: www.witham-sv.com )

A 19 year old soldier, Ben Mawdsley, has been
jailed for five years for using his 4x4 as a
weapon to run down Asian pedestrians.
Mawdsley, of Halifax, who left one of his five
victims blind, admitted GBH at Leeds Crown
Court.
(GBH? The sensible amongst us must wonder
why the conviction wasn't for attempted
murder! Roger)

MGOC Norway - June 2007
The experience that Chris & I had with the
holiday section of the MGOC was at least one
of the most pleasurable holidays we have ever
had. It was memorable for a number of
reasons, principally the scenery, the relaxation,
the pleasure of experiencing another culture
but especially because of the camaraderie of
our fellow MG adventurers.
The holiday didn’t start particularly
wonderfully. We set off from Preston in what I
thought was plenty of time to reach the
Newcastle on Tyne ferry terminal. I fancied
crossing the Pennines via Blubberhouses rather
than via Brough. I know it’s 10 miles further,
but I hadn’t used that road for many years and
of course we had loads of time. Didn’t we?
Nothing prepared us for the downpour that
we endured as soon as we set off. All went
reasonably well although it happened a bit
slower than normal because of the conditions.
When we were within a mile of the summit of
Blubberhouses, we saw standing traffic in
front of us. After being stationary for about 10
minutes, we saw some of the vehicles in front
of us turn round and head back. We stopped
one car, and the driver reported that just
round the bend was a landslide, and nobody
was going to go past that point for four or five
hours. Whoops. We turned round and turned
off the A59 at Bolton Abbey, then headed for
the scenic road to Pateley Bridge, and then
onto Ripon and the A1M. This would be a
lovely route in summer without the pressure of
a ferry, but throw in very heavy rain, severe
flooding in areas and just a dash of fog for
good measure, and the trip was not enjoyable.
We got to the terminal 20 minutes before the
predicted departure time of the ferry. Then had
to wait a further hour and a quarter because
the ferry had been delayed due to bad
weather. What a start!
On arrival in Norway, the world could not have
been more different. The traffic, such as it was,
moved very well. The maximum permissible
speeds were lower, but given the scenery, that
was a bonus. If you started following an LGV,
the chances were that it would pull in and let
you pass. The views in most areas were picture
postcard quality, and generally were
breathtaking. The hotels that we stayed in

were very good, and the routes that had been
chosen by the travel club were very interesting.
They were challenging in places, but when you
consider that the oldest car was a Magnette
driven by a fascinating Irish couple, if the
Magnette could make it, a ‘modern’ BGT
would have no problem. At one point we were
driving on tarmac but through the middle of a
snowfield, the height of the snow above the
road being about 10 feet. Some of these roads
had only been cleared of snow two weeks
earlier. We drove to the top of a mountain
called Dalsnibba. This is 1500 metres above sea
level and with a view that is described as
‘probably’ the most fantastic view in the
world. A claim I wouldn’t disagree with. On
another day, we went up a mere 900 metres to
a place called the Trollstigen. This was accessed
via eleven hairpin bends. What an experience.
Just after the summit, we stopped by yet
another snowfield and had a barbecue. I have
lost count of the number of car ferries that we
used. They are incredibly efficient and not that
expensive. They give you a brief break from
driving and most have got small cafes on
board to enable you to have a sandwich and a
brew whilst taking in the views.
The trip lasted 10 days and covered just about
1000 miles in Norway. It wasn’t cheap, but it
was very good value. We have found out yet
again the pleasure you can have by sharing
experiences with like-minded people. There
were people from most backgrounds, but all
united with a common interest, i.e. owning
and driving an ageing car. For each day you
are given a suggested route. There is no
compulsion to use it, but they have been well
researched, and therefore we stuck with them.
You go at your own pace, stopping when you
feel the need, but knowing there is
accommodation waiting for you later that day.
What good fun it is to discuss over dinner the
sights and in some cases minor problems
encountered during the day. Three couples
from the Norway trip, including Chris and I,
have already booked to go to Germany next
year with MGOC, and will probably also go to
Ireland as well. We can thoroughly recommend
the experience.

Mick & Chris Bamber

Committee, Contacts
& Useful Information
Committee
Chairman

Tony Sharples

Leyland (01772) 495417
Mobile 07950 659470
tony.sharples@blueyonder.co.uk

Secretary (retiring)

Graham Lockwood

Chorley (01257) 253723
Mobile 07760 220398
Zen55133@zen.co.uk

Treasurer (retiring)

Mark Blennerhassett

Chorley (01257) 268810

Membership

Gordon Mallett

Burnley (01282) 429658
Mobile 07725503888
gordon.mg@btinternet.com

Technical

Andy Schultz

Preston (01772) 627120
Mobile 07817 173158
andy@pr55xq.freeserve.co.uk

Events

Bill Ryding

Preston (01772) 323116
william@wryding.wanadoo.co.uk

General

Dave Dutton

Chorley (01257) 453175

Newsletter Editor
Bill Bradshaw

Chorley (01257) 261134
bill.bradshaw@btinternet.com
All articles are to be sent to the editor by the 15th of the month. The Newsletter will be
published and posted at the end of each month (Jan to Nov) in time for club night.

Trading Members
Andy Schultz

Cuerden Classics

Preston (01772) 627120
Mobile 07817 173158
andy@pr55xq.freeserve.co.uk

John Ashworth

Accident Repairs etc

Croston (01772) 600964

